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The Edge:  a personal comment 
 
  This note was written for adult audiences at  
  Big Brum TiE’s  performances of The Edge 
       (Edward Bond, 16 10 12) 
   
Kilburn. North London. A working-class area. I’d worked late. I was walking back to 
my lodgings. I turned into a side street. It was long and empty. Then I saw a man 
lying in the middle of the road. I went closer. An elderly drunk. Not a tramp. The pads 
of his fingers were dirty but his nails were clean. His bony wrists. His clothes were a 
little too small for him but they had liens to respectability. Then from the distant end 
of the street -- laughing, shouting, snatches of song.  A party of young people. The 
drunken man’s heavy breathing. Drama begins in the meaning of opposites. 
 
I have written for Big Brum for seventeen years. The Edge is the ninth play. Each 
play lasts about an hour. Each stage-set is simple but adaptable and can be packed in a 
van. Each play is for three actors (and on one occasion four). Aeschylus, Sophocles 
and Euripides each had three actors. Their sets were simple. Their plays were short. 
With what might seem these limitations they produced plays that two and a half 
thousand years later still dominate our theatre. In fact they saturate our culture. They 
are more relevant to our lives, our mounting problems and darkening future, than the 
new plays staged by the established theatres – the West End, the “reps,” the RSC, the 
National. These theatres hide their irrelevance under expensive gloss that deceives 
only those desperate to be deceived because they are ashamed to admit that people 
who lived two and a half thousand years ago knew more about them than they know 
about themselves. Our theatres cannot even return to the classics to try to re-find 
themselves – when they stage them, even when they stage Shakespeare, they deface 
them with their own tacky hucksterism. 
 
You know the country is bankrupt. You know – you know it because the man whose 
entourage is packed with millionaires, crooks, half-crooks, semi-crooks and 
apprentice-crooks has told you  – that our society is broken. You know that bankers 
are bank-robbers and press barons distort and bias the news. So do you think that 
drama – that culture – could escape that corruption? It is corrupted first. If it were not 
corrupted the other corruptions would not be possible. You would not for one moment 
allow them to lie as a curse on your children’s future. If you don’t know that then you 
are not cultured enough to know what culture is. There is one absolute political truth 
that has always been true and always will be true as long as there are politics. 
Corruption begins at the top. 
 
As this is a personal comment I can talk about my Big Brum plays. But then I become 
least personal. It is not about me and my plays. It is about the company. I am the least  
member in it. The company has a collective creativity that other theatres can only 
long for. The nine plays are about society and the entry of young people into society, 
and with the relation between the two -- how each creates the other and is responsible 
for what is created. That lies at the heart of the classics. It is the groundwork of 
civilization. And because there have been seventeen years it has been possible for the 
problems, situations and solutions to be uncovered and dramatised with a  profound 
depth and scope. The plays use comedy, farce, adventure and implacable tragedy. And 
all these experiences are respected by their young audiences with the ageless 
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understanding that young people have when they are respected.-- and even perhaps 
that only they can have, because they are at the moment when they choose how to live 
their future lives. The seventeen years are almost one third as long as the great period 
of Greek drama. It is a collaboration unique not just in British theatre but in any 
theatre and in the history of theatre. The only precedents might be the medieval 
jongleurs and guild players who performed under open tyranny. This is not a boast -- 
it is frightening and when it is properly understood it places a frightening 
responsibility on the audience. 
 
I spent last Wednesday with Big Brum rehearsing The Edge.  The rehearsal lasted 
over ten hours. It was relentlessly intense and detailed. In the one short break the talk 
was still of the play. In Big Brum performances everything must come through the 
fibres of the body and the nerves of the mind. There are no cheap-costly effects to 
defraud the audience into thinking they are getting value for their or the taxpayers’ 
money. Only the company’s years of shared scrupulous and intense experience make 
this possible. They work not just till they are exhausted but till they are ill. There is no 
money to buy the time to prepare and rehearse and gain all that might be achieved in a 
more responsible society. This year the company made four funding applications. It 
took three hundred office-hours to unravel bureaucratic mazes and appeal to 
authorities who were perhaps themselves impotent. Every application -- every appeal 
in the old moral sense of pleading-- was rejected. And this is a company whose work 
will remain an inspiration when the work of affluent established theatres will be 
remembered only as the fading reek of spent fireworks.  
 
Perhaps the young people at the end of the street had drunk too much. Perhaps for the 
neighbours they were too noisy. The low rasping breath of the drunk at my feet 
sounded as bestial and sorrowful as the groans of an animal that had spent its life in a 
trap. I did not try to tell him about the young people. Or ask him about them. He was 
too drunk, blind drunk, deaf drunk, dumb drunk, stupid drunk, dead drunk to hear. 
And the four funding applications are turned down. 
 
                                                            
          


